
Blondell Cummings  
30/30: MEDITATIONS ON THE U.N. DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
 

In the sixtieth anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights, The Skybridge Art 
Space is proud to present 30/30: Meditations on the U.N. Declaration of 
Human Rights, a site specific performance/installation by Blondell Cummings, 
Fall 08 Visiting Artist in the Dance Track at Eugene Lang College. 
 
The audio and video performance/installation will be in two parts. The first part is 
an impromptu meditation on some of the Human Rights articles performed by the 
participants of the workshop taught by Ms Cummings and will take place in the 
courtyard of the ELC building (entrance from 65 West 11th Street or 66 West 
12th street ). 
 
The second part will be a visual installation on the Skybridge at the 3rd floor of 
the ELC building on 65 West 11th Street. The installation has been curated by a 
group of students in the Skybridge Curatorial Project class taught by Simonetta 
Moro, while the soundscape has been composed and recorded by students in 
Sarah Montague's IS: Skybridge Soundscape class. 
 

 “The Declaration represents a contract between governments and their peoples, who 
have a right to demand that this document be respected. Not all governments have 
become parties to all human rights treaties.  All countries, however, have accepted the 
UDHR. The Declaration continues to affirm the inherent human dignity and worth of 
every person in the world, without distinction of any kind.” 

From the United Nations’ website 
 
                                                   

 BLONDELL CUMMINGS is founder and 
artistic director of the Cycle Arts Foundation 
(1978), multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural arts 
collaborative that focus on contemporary issues- 
social, political and personal, to bring the artist and 
audience to the poetics of the human condition 
and build community.   
 
Ms Cummings has created over 50 experimental 
collaborative, solo, duet andgroup multi-media 
works and has toured extensively throughout the 
United States, Europe, Asia and Africa.  Ms 
Cummings has received awards from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, New York Foundation 
for the Arts, the Asian Cultural Council, and a 
Guggenheim Fellowship.  She was profiled in 
Michael Blackwood post modern dance film 
“Dancing On TheEdge” and the PBS ”Free To 
Dance” series that describes the role of African 
American  choreographers in the development of 
modern dance.  Recently “Chicken Soup” received  
American Master Grant to be performed by Urban 
Bush Women. 



 
 


